**Upcoming Events/Reminders**

- **September 28th at 6pm:**
  4 Club Joint Event - Pizza & Trivia Night - Muen E214

- **October 18th TBD:**
  Grad Student Panel - Location TBD

- **PSI-CHI:**
  Applications still open until Nov. 15! General Office positions are open!

---

**PSI CHI Member of the Month**

**Cody Moxam** General Officer of Psi Chi

- Wants to help people recovering from substance addictions and contribute to research on regulation and prevention.

- Senior studying psychology and music with interests in addiction science

- Plans to work towards a doctorate in clinical psych

---

**Psychology Fast Facts!**

- The Barnum effect emerges when generally valid statements are used to give specific personality descriptions

- A great amount of our mental processes occur outside of consciousness

- The mind at first believes whatever it experiences and has to work to un-believe whatever may be false

---

Instagram: @psichiatboulder